Nexeed has proven success with repeatable results. We’ve partnered with A Post to share our know-how to design stands and platforms that fit together ‘block by block’ or as a stand alone addition to your plant. Top quality, efficient design, and fixed price, your pre-engineered design gets delivered at the same time as your Cimbria equipment for convenient set-up.

Removing the guesswork for you, Nexeed offers the bottom line price and step-by-step installation guidance. Call us today to learn more. 204 982 3531
Since 1993, Nexeed has been helping processors like you enhance efficiency. Benefit from the Nexeed know-how for processing expertise, best-in-class Cimbria equipment and facility planning.

- Do you consider operational efficiency a top priority?
- Would you rate safety as being very important?
- Do you have a hard deadline when you want your plant fully operational?
- Would you like to know your fixed price before starting any work and making an investment?
- Are you looking at a plant overhaul or a new plant build?

If you answered ‘yes’ to any of these questions, it’s time to talk to Nexeed about plant-in-a-box.

Call us today! 204 982 3531